
**********     OCTOBER 2018 NEWSLETTER     ********** 

NEWS – and lots of it this month 
New Slot.it  spare parts already available: 
CS40p - Alfa Romeo 155 95-96 tear-proof parts 

PA78 - Wheel inserts DTM OZ (4+2) 

CS40p item includes only two rear mirrors for Alfa 

1995 and two rear mirrors for Alfa 1996 (CA45_) 

 

CS35p and CS35v tear-proof and clear parts are 

compatible with CA40 and CA45 models. 

 

Available tomorrow 

CS40t-60 - Alfa Romeo 155 1995 chassis Inline 

CS45t-60 - Alfa Romeo 155 1996 chassis Inline 

SP23 Tungsten weights in magnet shape 

PCH03as Policar complete motor, pod and drivetrain 

W16510215m 16.5 x 10mm wide hub – in magnesium 

 

From Sideways by Racer  

We have stocks of both their 18 shore Hi Grip and 18 

shore Pro-speed tyres in 19 x 10mm and following 

this week in 20 x 11 size and also an F1 size tyre in 

Pro-speed soft 18 shore.   This gives us an extra soft 

18 shore tyre to fit nearly all cars using 15.8 – 

17.2mm diameter and 8 and 10mm wide, plus F1hubs 

 

 

 

And from their department of clever tricks, nifty ideas 

and lifesavers, an unbreakable wing for the Sideways 

Lamborghini Huracan 

 
Ultra thin braid, just 0.195mm thick (thin) 
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We also have back in stock under Sideways 

Accessories, the high quality resin fuel pumps. Left 

hand with base, and right hand. 

 

 

More stocks of the SlotRaceShop house brand hex 

wrench driver in 0.9mm are due any day,  

 

and I also have a new 1.3mm driver for M2.5 and 440 

grub screws coming. 

 

BUT WAIT THERE’S MORE, even more 

 

We are now stocking the RSM3 lathes from the Overdrive 

Slots Service company of Germany. 

 

 

 

These “on-axle” lathes come with the open claw arm as 

standard, for trueing plastic wheels on hubs such as 

Scalextric, but the arm below at right is available as an 

optional extra so you can true one or two alloy wheels on 

a 2.38mm (3/3nd) axle. 

 

 

I also have extra sanding base plates coming, so you can 

set one up with say 120 grit and one with 240 grit paper.  

 

 

 

Spare drive belts and extra pulleys also available. 
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Also due from Sideways this week, a high quality 

setup block made from 8mm thick aluminium 

 

 

 

       
And we have another order of these great Difalco 

Design Controllers due any day. 

 

 

Event Report 

The DTM Classic has been run and won. 

Mac took out all three races in the series - he and 

his car were just too quick. John Warren aka Munter 

came second and that short bloke with the long 

nose sneaked onto the bottom spot of the podium. 

 

White kits must go faster – the podium spots all 

went to people who had built a white kit. There 

were four Alfas and four Opels in the top eight, and 

overall the competitive balance under the rules 

seemed about right. The picture above shows the 

cars roughly in their finishing order. 

 

With the new Mercedes 190  DTM model due in the 

new year, I will take a fresh look at how we might 

structure rules for these cars going forward; to give 

a rough guideline for clubs, so that three different 

shaped saloons can be run alongside each other 

competitively. – With these being tin tops, width of 
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track and cabin height really are a factor in the 

cornering speeds possible. 

 

The winner on the day to be cheesy about it - was 

RTR slot racing in NZ. I was pleased to be able to 

organize the event and have the pleasure of the 

attendees’ company. The rain stopped and normal 

“sun service” was resumed just as they left. 

Big dibs to all the guys who entered, the local guys 

for organisational support and all the traveling guys 

and couples who braved the atrocious weather that 

greeted them in HB.  

Most of all huge thanks to Mac and “Race Catering”- 

this event would not have been possible without 

your huge input, hosting and support. 

 

So many entrants – and ones who couldn’t make it, 

have already asked about – or assumed “next year” 

so all being well, we’ll do this again. 

 

 

Events we know of in 2018 

Two left, and both are happening this month 

Thunderslot  RTR Enduro   

A very special teams event which will include overseas drivers 
and the owner of Thunderslot 

 

 
 
12th to 14th October at The Mitsubishi Dealership in Nelson 
(Tony’s big 6 lane track is being relocated for the event) 
If you would like to attend, but don’t have a team – let him know; 
as there may be a team with space for additional members  
Contact Tony Cook      hotslots1@outlook.com  

 

 

Wellington Scalextric Challenge 12th to 14th October 
32nd Slot Race Challenge at Papakowhai School Hall. 

Saturday 13th and Sunday 14th October 5 classes of race 

championship will be completed on the Saturday, with Sunday 

being about casual racing and a swap meet. There will be a 

dinner on the Saturday night.  

Contact Mike Dixon        mslndix@outlook.com 

 



New Cars 

Coming in a few days – but stock live now so 

you can lock in one in case they sell out. 

Ford Mustang Turbo  "Gulf Ltd Edition"  HC05  Sideways

 

 

 

Chassis: Podded - Rigid Sideways 5 point pod.  

Chassis can also take any Slot.it Pods 

Motor: Slot.it Flat-6 20,500rpm  200 g/cm torque 10.25 

watt,  mounted a/winder with adaptors for 0.5mm and 

1.0mm offset 

Axle & Gears - 2.38mm (3/32nd) 

Gearing: Crown 28t (GA1628-pl) - Pinion 11t brass 

Has adjustable height front axle - requires optional M2.0 

Hex screws, not supplied with car 

Hubs front: Plastic  16.5 x 8.2mm 

Hubs rear: Alloy 16.5mm x 8.2mm 

Tyres front: Product code PT 

Tyres rear: Product code PT1152 

Accessories supplied with car: M2 allen key under box, 

adaptors for 0.5mm and 1.0mm offset of rear axle 

SSD Upgradable: Yes, use Slot.it SP15b 

 

 

From Slot.it, here now. Those with pre-orders,  -  you 
can now log in and complete your purchase. 

Rothmans Porsche 962c Le Mans Winner Ltd Ed. CW20

Chasssis: Podded 

Motor: Slot.it V12/4 23,000rpm 170gcm 9.8 watts @12v 

Axle & Gears - 2.38mm (3/32nd) 

Gearing: Crown 28t - Pinion 9t brass 

Has adjustable height front axle - requires optional M2.0 

Hex screws, not supplied with car 

Hubs front: Plastic 15.8mm x 8.3mm  

Hubs Rear: Alloy  16.5mm x 8.3mm  

Tyres Front: PT1159C1 

Tyres Rear:  PT1167C1 

SSD Upgradable:  Yes, use Slot.it chip SP15b 
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It is definitely Gulf month with this beauty from Slot.it  

Lola B12/80 #29 – 24 hours of Le Mans 2012 CA39b 

 

Motor: Slot.it Flat-6 20,500rpm, 200 g/cm torque 10.25 

watts @ 12v dc (Mn09h)  mounted as angle-winder  

Axle & Gears - 2.38mm (3/32nd)  1.0mm offset 

Gearing: Crown 28t (GA1628-pl) - Pinion 11t brass 

Has adjustable height front axle - M2.0 Hex screws, 

supplied with car 

Hubs Front: Plastic 17.3mm x 10mm 

Hubs Rear: Alloy 17.3mm x 10mm 

Tyres front: Product code PT1152C1 

Tyres rear: Product code PT1152C1 

M2 allen key under box for rear hubs and for optional 

screw for front axle adjustment 

SSD Upgradable: Yes, use Slot.it SP15b 

 

White Kit Alfa Romeo 155 DTM/ITC 1995  CA40z 
 

White Kit with pre- painted and preassembled parts - 

White Kit cars require painting, decorating and 

reassembly by purchaser 
 

Chassis: Podded 

Motor: Slot.it V12/4 21,000rpm 150g*cm 7.9 watts 

@12V (MX15)  mounted as Inline 

Axle & Gears - 2.38mm (3/32nd) 

Gearing: Crown 28t - Pinion 9t brass 

Has adjustable height front axle - this requires optional 

M2.0 Hex screws not supplied with car 

Hubs: 15.8mm x 8.3mm - plastic front, alloy rear 

Tyres front and rear: Product code PT1228C1 

M2 allen key under box for rear hubs and for optional 

screw for front axle adjustment 

SSD Upgradable: Yes, use Slot.it SP15b 

Tech Article – Motors Part 2 
Just to recap where I ended last month – Myth Number One 

The first myth I often hear and like to bust is “those motors 

are smoother than those other motors” 

People think of electric motors are like they do petrol 

motors with efficiency bands where they run better, or 

power bands during which they accelerate more. – It really 

is a myth. The reality is; electric performance is pretty 

much straight line from lowest volts able to rotate the 

armature, through to maximum applied voltage. 

What sometimes confuses people is how their CAR 

performs with one motor versus another.  

- Selecting the right gearing for the combination of car 

weight and slot track, alongside the technical 

characteristics of any given motor will make the right 

combo appear superior – and the motor always gets the 

credit – or blame! 

 

As example, I remember when we thought the ScaleAuto 

red can 26k motors were brutish, “too high revving” etc. It 

took a while to figure out that these were an S-can motor 

with torque characteristics very different to the milder S-

can motors with which we were more familiar. – They were 

simply a motor that looked to us like a family saloon 4 

cylinder, but were in fact a supercharged diesel, with 

torque characteristics more like a V8 – as diesels have. 

Having outlined in September how we can measure the 

power of a motor by reading the RPM at say 12 volts 

alongside the torque at 12 volts, and apply a simple (-ish) 

formula. 

 

Here it is again :-   ((RPM/2)*(Torque as g/cm/2))/100000 

We can therefore take the listed figures for any two or 

more motors and easily figure out output power in watts 

 

We can also look at how those numbers compare for two 

motors, and compare their performance characteristics. 

One may be a high revving bumble bee, boy racer motor 

with that annoying pop-off valve, that only has as much 

power as a family saloon, versus a lower revving 10 

cylinder diesel motor in an Audi Q7 or VW Tourag, that 

might look slow on the rpm scale, but could drag that family 

saloon or boy racer backwards at finable speeds. 
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In the chart below, the slimline Policar ff-050 motor is the 

highest revving, yet lowest powered of the bunch. 

 
 Among these motors it comes down to the difference in  

the shape of the motors which dictates the size of the 

magnets and armature.  If you would like this motor mower 

calculator as a spreadsheet you can use yourself, just 

email me for a copy. I have it set up so you can compare 

up to eight motors at a time, and a spreadsheet database 

of a wide range of motors from various makers. 

 

There is a place for all these motors. The slimline motor or 

an S-Can may be the only motors which fit a small car.  

  
The low profile Flat 6 may be the best option when you 

need to sneak a motor underneath an interior. 

 
 

 The FK-180 boxer motors are in general the largest and 

most powerful. 

 
In Europe where much racing is done on plastic tracks with 

steel rails, the flat-6 and boxer in angle-winder are often 

chosen because they provide the largest magnetic down-

force.  

We often retain the podded chassis cars in the standard 

configuration to keep racing costs down. Where the motor 

class and power are open, we have the choice of switching 

pod configuration. – I run most of my own GT cars in 

sidewinder configuration rather than with the flat-6 or boxer 

angle-winder with which they came standard. I just like the 

feel of sidewinder driven cars, - how they drive. 

Within a given motor class there are also wide variances of 

the relationship between RPM and torque. 

 
The ScaleAuto Red S-can I mentioned last month was 

quite high revving at 28,000 rpm. What I didn’t understand 

10 years back, was that it was also developing very high 

torque for the time, – in excess of the stated 180 g/cm, and 

often more rpm than specified. It was about 13 watts. 

 

It belonged in different cars than we were running at the 

time, we weren’t so knowledgeable about tuning RTR cars; 

and combined with incorrect gear ratio, made cars 

powered by it somewhat difficult to drive. 

Whatever you do, you need to consider the torque 

characteristics of the motor you are using, alongside the 

car it is going into, and what gear ratios might suit it. 

 

I’ll touch more on gear ratios next month. 

 

 



Q & A  

Q. [ AS A NEW CLUB} We are trying to get our heads 

around the different race car classes and groups 

raced at the clubs around NZ, and what actual slot 

car types suit the respective groups. Do you have 

links to sites that shows what cars are in say group 

5, group C, GT, Group 6 etc? 

A.  This site is a huge searchable database of cars, 

tracks, classes and races, and gives all the data you 

could want for sports car racing. 

http://www.racingsportscars.com/ 

But in the end, you have a job, - learn about racing 

cars and their histories. It adds another dimension 

to the hobby. 

Classes in clubs are generally based upon what 

THAT car being modeled raced in – as some cars 

like Ford Capri in different guises and 

specifications; raced in a broad range of classes 

from basic saloon, to widely modified versions in 

rallying and Group 5 – all of which are completely 

different cars, only the name  “Capri” remains in 

common. 

The NZSCA “Nationals” tuning rules are very 

technical. A guy in my own club created them and 

the RTR Nationals event. 

But no one really uses them outside of that one 

annual event; and the same rules are now being 

interpreted differently since the Nationals went to 

the South Island for the first time last year.  

 

When it comes to club racing, most of the clubs 

have somewhat similar, much simpler tuning rules 

that have evolved out of racing results, discussion 

and a great deal of practical consideration. 

Our own club rules are really simple and clear. Not 

technical, and if someone wanted to drive a truck 

through them, they could do it two wide, but for the 

“culture” of typical club racing amongst friends with 

camaraderie, they work just fine. 

http://www.auslot.com/forums/index.php?/topic/1

7456-hawkes-bay-racing-rules/ 

 

Our classes – some we have really dropped now, 

and added a couple more. 

http://www.auslot.com/forums/index.php?/topic/1

7464-hawkes-bay-racing-roster/  

 

For any new club, I say to be pragmatic. Better 

quality cars like Slot.it, NSR, ScaleAuto, Policar, 

Thunderslot, Sideways, make the rules so that you 

race the cars basically standard apart from tyre 

changes, a bit of weight if desired, and free 

spacers, braids and wires. That keeps the racing 

cost down, the tuning effort/time down, and the 

cars as close as possible in racing. It also reduces 

the disadvantage and barrier to those who don’t 

have a home track, or much in the way of workshop 

tools or hand skills. 

 

For toy shop nasties, you need to do more work to 

make them run well, so you have to decide on how 

far you want to go. 

Gun tuners will take a simple Scalextric car and 

make it run brilliantly with standard components, 

apart from weight and tyres, and maybe some body 

lightening – but the majority aren’t able to, or 

endowed with the time to do that. 

As an example, let’s take Scalextric GT cars. Maybe 

swap out the whole rear axle and wheels for Slot.it 

kits ( or leave standard if people have the ability to 

remove axle slop and true up tyres on plastic rims), 

add weight, soft braid, glue and true tyres on alloy 

rims. 

 

For actual class definitions 

Group C is simple – just take all the Slot.it Group C 

cars. No one else makes them apart from one 

model that was produced by MRslotcar in Canada, 

and some really old Scalextric models from a 

generation back, that would never compete. 

For Group 5 -  Sideways and ScaleAuto make them, 

and while the range of Sideways is probably better 

out of the box, some mild low cost tuning will get a 

ScaleAuto BMW M1 running nicely alongside the 

Sideways M1. 
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For GT you have two factors – age of model – what 

year/decade it ran; plus you have which category of 

GT racing did it run in. 

GT, GT2, GT3.  Some clubs run all GT cars together 

as they look alike, some separate out modern GT1 

from GT3 as GT1 are long and low, as used in Le 

Mans, whereas GT3 – and GT2, still look more like 

Sports saloons. 

Slot.it make GT1 cars, NSR make GT3 cars which are 

not quite true to shape, so they run more like GT1 

as modeled lower and wider than the real car. 

ScaleAuto make GT3, Slot.it will produce their first 

GT3 next year, a Maserati. 

 

Another really popular class is the Sports cars of the 

60s to 80s. MOST clubs run a class for an identical 

timeframe 65 – 80 sports.  

It sucks in a large range of lovely cars made by 

Slot.it, Policar (which is a brand of Slot.it anyway), 

ScaleAuto, SRC,  NSR, Thunderslot and a few others. 

Fortunately for us it was the golden age of NZ 

motor sports with Mike Thackwell, Denny Hulme, 

Bruce McLaren, Chris Amon, Howden Ganley and 

others plying their trade on the world stage, so you 

see a lot of cars modeled with Kiwi drivers. 

The rules for this class vary a bit. Our own club runs 

them as a pretty open power and tuning class, yet 

funnily, the top few cars are basically set up as 

“glue and true” with standard mechanics.   

 

Pre 65 sports cars by Scalextric and Cartrix are 

pretty basic, they need good tuning skills. 

 

LMP [Le Mans Prototype]  isn’t raced a lot in NZ; but 

as these come from the better quality makers, the 

same tuning rules might apply as GT1 or Group C. 

 

Scalextric, SCX and Pioneer Muscle cars are one of 

the hardest to set up, and they really scream for 

better mechanics and sensitive weight tuning, but 

they are narrow, and require additional work to get 

alloy rims fitted inside the guards. 

 

 

Tech Tip 

 

I have compiled a chart of all the Sideways tyres, 

giving unfitted sizing, shore rating and usual 

application. In practice, best fit is the 10mm wide to 

8mm width hubs and 11mm wide to the 10mm 

width hubs.  

 

As the wheels of most makers follow a common 

pattern as to width of centre ridge and step down to 

the shoulder; or in the case of “air-hubs” the height 

of the ribs; tyres of the major brands are all 

interchangeable onto each maker’s hubs.  

 

 

 

Until next month – when I’ll try and simplify 

choosing gear ratios. 


